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INSTRUCTIONS Dream catcher
Dream catchers can be made in numerous ways and are lovely to hang 
in the window or on the walls. It’s then entirely up to you if you want to 
hang them to catch bad dreams or simply because they’re pretty.

Small dream catcher  
with fabric feathers
You need: 
Mobile ring 15 cm (335122)
Fabric piece Doodling feathers (305267)
Fabric piece New dot green (305266)
Vliesofix (025809) 20x20 cm
Yarn Glitter black/silver (323495) 8 m
Faceted glass beads black oil (311121) 
15–20 pcs
Ribbon mint (304483) 4 m

Useful to have at home: 
Scissors
Iron
Sewing needle (such as 515384)

Method: 
Wrap ribbon tightly around the mobile ring. 
Secure with a knot at the beginning and end, 
and make a loop for hanging. 
Cut approx. 3 metres of yarn. Tie one end to 
the ring, then criss-cross the yarn around 
the ring and tie to secure. 
Cut two pieces of fabric (one with feathers 
and one with another pattern). Cut 20x20 cm 
Vliesofix. Iron the Vliesofix to the wrong side 
of one fabric piece and remove the protec-
tive paper. Place the fabric pieces on top, 
wrong side facing wrong side, and iron on. 
Cut out eight feathers and eight 25–40 cm 
long pieces of yarn. Sew a feather to the end 
of one piece of yarn, thread on a few beads 
(tie knots in between) and tie the other yarn 
end to the ring. Make all eight pendants and 
tie them close to each other on one part of 
the ring. Cut off the yarn ends that stick out.

Large dream catcher  
with Ribbon XL yarn
You need: 
Embroidery hoop 25 cm (700141)
Ribbon XL yarn mint (323912) 24 m
Molly yarn beige (323743) 40 g
Molly yarn dark green (323744) 40 g
Molly yarn light grey (323598) 40 g
Molly yarn black/beige (323875) 40 g
Wooden balls (335620) 5–8 pcs
Yarn ball tool (714013)
One nice branch, approx. 50 cm long

Useful to have at home: 
Scissors

Method: 
Cut 28 pieces of tricot yarn to 80 cm.  
Fold one piece of yarn in half, hold the loop 
at the ring, pull the yarn ends around the 
ring and through the loop, tighten. Repeat 
with the other pieces of yarn. 
Thread on wooden balls here and there. 
Cut the yarn ends into a V shape.
Tie a branch across the ring with yarn.  
Decorate with yarn balls and make a loop 
from tricot yarn to hang the ring. 
The yarn balls are made of Molly yarn using 
our yarn ball tool.

Find more extensive instructions for how to use Vliesofix 
atwww.pandurohobby.co.uk (search for 025809).

Tool kit for  
yarn balls 
(714013)


